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Abstract 

Aiming at the problem of liner vibration induced by natural gas inflow during gas well 
production, the vibration characteristics of the liner under the action of fluid-structure 
coupling were studied. Using ANSYS software, the full-scale vibration analysis of the liner 
with different output and different tubing sections is carried out, including the close 
combination of fluid-structure interaction analysis, modal analysis and vibration 
response analysis. The results show that with the increase of the number of tubing 
sections from 2 to 6, the natural frequencies of the first six orders of the liner generally 
decrease, but the first natural frequency of the liner composed of 3 tubing sections is the 
lowest, which is 1.1783 Hz. The vibration effect of the liner also showed an overall 
upward trend, but the stress response time history curve of the liner composed of 3 oil 
pipes changed; As the output increases from 70 to 110 , the natural frequencies of each 
order of the tailpipe increase slightly, and the vibration effect is gradually enhanced. The 
analysis method and analysis results used in this paper have certain theoretical guiding 
significance for the selection of field liner. 
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1. Introduction 

The gas well liner is composed of the tubing and couplings below the downhole packer. It 
collects the natural gas generated at the bottom of the well and is an important part of the 
natural gas production system. Its vibration behavior affects the stability of gas production. In 
the process of gas well production, the liner transports the bottom-hole natural gas in the form 
of pressure waves at a certain pressure and flow rate. When passing through the coupling 
position of the liner, the interception surface changes abruptly, vortex will be generated when 
the natural gas flows through, the pressure and flow rate will change, and the liner will vibrate 
under the action of dynamic pressure load, which will also lead to fatigue failure of the liner. If 
the load change frequency is consistent with the natural frequency of the tail pipe, resonance 
effect will occur, which will accelerate the damage speed of the tail pipe and affect the normal 
production. Therefore, a systematic study is carried out on the vibration characteristics of the 
gas-producing well liner under the action of fluid-solid coupling, which provides certain 
theoretical guidance for the design of the liner in field production. 

A lot of researches have been done on the vibration and fatigue damage of the pipe string under 
the action of fluid. Guo Xiaoqiang et al. [1] established the vibration model caused by the 
nonlinear flow of the tubing string by using the micro-element method and the energy method, 
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and the Hamiltonian variational principle to solve the vibration damage of the tubing string 
caused by the high-speed fluid flow. Feng Liang et al. [2] took a typical example of a two-way 
gyro system as an example, and analyzed the lateral free vibration and stability of the spin tube 
of the infusion tube. The results showed that the stability of the system mainly depends on the 
fluid-structure interaction and mass ratio. Impact. Wasiu A.Oke et al. [3] studied the vibration 
behavior of the composite pipe with internal surface damage when transporting fluid, and used 
the wavelet-based finite element method to discretize it, and obtained the modal characteristics 
of the pipe vibration. Wang Lin et al. [4] applied the power spectral density method to analyze 
the fatigue life of high-pressure pipelines under random basic excitation. M.P.Paidoussis et al. 
[5] studied the dynamic characteristics and stability of vertical infusion pipelines, and the results 
showed that when the internal fluid is a constant flow, the pipeline not only bends, but also 
flutters at a higher flow rate. Wu Rui et al. [6] studied the fatigue life of natural gas string, and 
derived the numerical calculation model of the fatigue life of the string according to the 
corrosion of the string and the check formula of the shear strength of the material. Liu Bohan 
et al. [7] studied the effect of the flow in the pipe on the marine elastic pipeline, and found that 
the internal flow velocity has an effect on the vibration frequency and amplitude of the pipeline, 
and the pipeline is prone to resonance at low frequency, which increases the possibility of 
pipeline fatigue damage. Zhou Shuai et al. [8] carried out vibration fatigue cycle statistics and life 
evaluation of small branch pipes based on the maximum and minimum cycle counting method 
and the three-dimensional rainflow counting method respectively for the sinusoidal vibration 
experimental case and the random vibration engineering case, and found that the two methods 
obtained the maximum alternating stress amplitude. are basically equal, and the fatigue life 
evaluation value has a large conservative margin compared with the actual life. Zhao Jiang et al. 
[9] used the modal analysis method based on fluid-solid coupling to analyze the modal analysis 
of the T-shaped pipe under the action of fluid, and obtained the effect of fluid velocity and fluid 
density on the pipe string. Natural frequencies are affected. In order to explore the vibration 
response mechanism of the completion string under the action of gas, Huang Liang et al.[10] 
carried out a similar vibration experiment of the horizontal well completion string under the 
open condition. 

Scholars at home and abroad have done more theoretical research on the vibration of the pipe 
string, but less research has been done on the finite element analysis of the vibration of the full-
scale gas well liner caused by the pressure pulse and the sudden change of the cross-sectional 
area of the flow field at the coupling. In this paper, a fluid-structure interaction model is 
established considering the effect of natural gas internal flow on the liner. The modal analysis 
of the liner under the action of natural gas inflow is carried out from the natural gas production 
and the number of tubing sections, and its influence on the natural frequency of the liner is 
analyzed. Then, the vibration response analysis of the modal superposition method is used to 
study the vibration response characteristics of the tailpipe under the action of different factors. 
Its structural vibration diagram is shown in Figure 1. The liner is subjected to tension at the 
packer B, and the vertical downward gravity of the liner itself is affected by the static pressure 
load on the pipe wall from the natural gas flowing in from the inlet at a velocity V and Dynamic 
pressure loads that cause the tailpipe to vibrate. 
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the vibration of the liner in the casing 

2. Fluid-Structure Interaction Theory 

When the effect of natural gas on the liner is not considered, the structural vibration equation 
is: 

                     ff SM  + ff SC  + ff SK = fF    ( 1 ) 

where: fM 、 fC 、 fK  are the structural mass matrix, the structural damping matrix and the 

structural stiffness matrix, respectively; fS  、 fS  、 fS  are the structural acceleration, velocity 

and displacement response vectors, respectively; fF  is the excitation force outside the 

structure. 

When analyzing the coupling problem between fluid and structure, it is necessary to combine 
the fluid continuity equation and the fluid motion equation with the structural dynamics 
equation at the interface of fluid-structure interaction. The contact surface of the liner and the 
natural gas is the fluid-solid coupling interface. The natural gas pressure will affect the vibration 
of the liner, and the vibration of the liner will also have an effect on the natural gas. The fluid-
structure coupling equation is [11]: 
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Where: nsM  is the element mass matrix for fluid and structure coupling; neM  is the fluid 

element mass matrix; nC  is the fluid element damping matrix; nsK  is the element stiffness 

matrix for fluid and structure coupling; neK  is the fluid element stiffness matrix. 
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3. Finite element model establishment 

3.1. Model building and meshing 

Based on the data of a well in the oilfield, the relevant parameters of the liner model are shown 
in Table 1. 

Table 1 Size parameters of tubing and couplings 

Outer 
diameter of 
tubing(mm) 

Tubing inner 
diameter(mm) 

Tubing wall 
thickness(mm) 

Tubing 
length(m) 

Coupling 
outside 

diameter(mm) 

Coupling 
length(mm) 

88.9 76 6.45 9.75 114.3 130.18 

Using the software SOLIDWORKS, a three-dimensional model of the liner composed of different 
tubing sections is established. The model composed of two sections of tubing is shown in Figure 
2. The liner model is composed of tubing and coupling connections. 

 
Fig. 2 The 3D model of the liner composed of two oil pipes 

Due to the complex working environment of the liner underground and various complex 
working conditions in the production process, in order to minimize the influence of other 
factors not considered in this paper on the calculation results, the following assumptions are 
made for the model: (1) Ignoring the effect of temperature on the calculation results The 
influence of the material properties of the liner; (2) The liner is located in the center of the 
wellbore with the packer fixed, and there is no eccentricity, and the natural gas generated by 
the formation has a uniform effect on the surrounding of the liner; (3) The liner is regarded as 
a whole and is not considered Threaded connection at the coupling; (4) Ignore corrosion, the 
effect of erosion on the tail pipe. 

In the WORKBENCH software, the fluid model and the structural model are divided into meshes. 
The fluid model uses tetrahedral meshes, and the structural model uses hexahedral meshes. 
The grid independence is verified. Taking the model in Figure 2 as an example, when the 
number of fluid model grids exceeds 460,000 and the number of structural model grids exceeds 
60,000, the average grid quality gradually approaches 1, and the numerical simulation results 
are consistent with the real ones. The results are more consistent, and the increase in the 
number of grids has little effect on the calculation results. The total number of grids in the 
structural model is 64160, the total number of nodes is 445632, the total number of grids in the 
flow field model is 574905, and the total number of nodes is 122563. Figures 3a and 3b are 
schematic diagrams of meshes at the coupling portion of the structural model and the fluid 
model, respectively. The connection between the tubing and the coupling is processed by 
Boolean addition, and the overall model is a rigid structure for subsequent vibration response 
analysis. 
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a. At the coupling of the structural model   b. at the coupling of the fluid model 

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the mesh at the coupling of the structural model and the fluid 
model 

3.2. Parameter setting 

The material parameters of the tail pipe steel are shown in Table 2. The depth of the well on 
site is 5350m, the depth of the packer is 5230m, the bottom hole pressure is 87MPa, the bottom 
hole temperature is 123℃, and the acceleration of gravity is 9.8 2/ sm . 

Table 2 Material parameters of tail pipe steel 

Elastic Modulus density Poisson's ratio Yield stress 

2.1 510 MPa 7.85 33 /k10 mg  0.3 529MPa 

The boundary conditions of the fluid calculation select the inlet flow rate and the outlet 
pressure at the packer, and set the ambient temperature. The material property of the flow field 
is natural gas, and the natural gas density at the liner changes little under three different 
wellhead production rates. In order to avoid simulation distortion caused by involving multiple 
variables in the simulation process, the natural gas density is set to 266kg/ 3m , and the specific 
working parameters of the liner are as follows: shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Parameter table of tailpipe working conditions for different natural gas production 

Natural gas 
wellhead volume 

( dm /3 ) 

Tail pipe 
temperature (℃) 

Inlet velocity 

( sm / ) 

pressure at 
packer(MPa) 

70 119.9 

120.9 

121.7 

4.1 86.4 

90 5.3 85.8 

110 6.5 84.7 

4. Simulation calculation 

Natural gas flowing through the liner will exert pressure on the pipeline structure. The inner 
wall of the pipeline is used as the fluid-solid coupling surface, and the fluid-solid coupling 
analysis is carried out on the internal flow field and the liner structure. CFD analysis adopts 
transient analysis, k-ξ turbulence model, select energy equation, natural gas material properties, 
and adjust relaxation factor to solve. shown in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4 Analysis results of pulse pressure in the flow field inside the tailpipe 

Under different natural gas production and liner structure change factors, the natural 
frequency of the liner and the pressure of the flow field on the liner will change. The vibration 
response of the liner is caused by its natural frequency and fluid dynamic pressure load 
excitation. If the dynamic pressure When the load frequency is close to the natural frequency 
of the liner, the liner will resonate [13]. 

4.1. Modal analysis 

4.1.1. Variation of the natural frequency of the tailpipe under different output 

Under different production rates, the boundary conditions of the fluid are different, and the 
effect of production on the natural frequency of the liner is studied by changing the boundary 
conditions. For example, choose a liner model consisting of two sections of tubing, and analyze 
the natural frequencies of the liner at 70 410 , 90 410 , and 110 dm /10 34  production rates, and 

obtain the natural frequencies of the first six orders under different production rates, as shown 
in Figure 5. It can be seen that the output has little effect on the natural frequency of the tailpipe. 
As the output increases, the natural frequency of the tailpipe increases slightly. Under the same 
output, the natural frequency increases with the increase of the order. The main reason for the 
above phenomenon is that the pulse pressure generated by the internal flow of natural gas acts 
on the inner pipe wall of the liner. is small, and the internal flow velocity at the tail pipe 
increases with the increase of production. Therefore, the structural stiffness increases and the 
natural frequency increases [14]. 

 
Fig.5 Variation of natural frequency of tailpipe under different output 

4.1.2. Variation of natural frequency of liner composed of different number of tubing 
sections 

In order to study the influence of the number of tubing sections on the natural frequency of the 
liner, the fluid boundary under the production condition of 70 dm /10 34  is selected to analyze 

the natural frequency of the liner composed of 2 to 6 tubing sections, as shown in Figure 6. It 
can be seen that with the With the increase of the number of tubing sections, the variation range 
of the natural frequency of the liner is more obvious than the natural frequency under the action 
of different production, and the overall trend is decreasing. Among them, the 1st and 2nd order 
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natural frequencies of the liner are composed of 3 tubing and 5 tubing. Fluctuation occurs, and 
the first order natural frequency of the tail pipe composed of 3 oil pipes is the smallest, which 
is 1.1783 Hz. 

 
Fig.6 Variation of natural frequency of liner composed of different number of tubing sections 

The main reasons for the above phenomenon are: as the number of tubing sections of the liner 
increases from 2 to 6, the quality of the liner becomes larger; the liner is fixed at the packer, and 
its tail is a free end. When the liner grows, the Line stiffness becomes smaller. Therefore, the 
natural frequencies of different liner structures decrease with the increase of the number of 
tubing sections. 

4.2. Vibration Response Analysis 

After the modal analysis under the action of fluid-structure interaction, the vibration response 
analysis of the modal superposition method is selected to study the dynamic response of the 
liner under its own natural frequency and fluid load. The static pressure of the fluid in different 
parts on the liner is applied to the inner wall of the liner, and the dynamic pressure load stress 
time history curve that makes the liner vibrate during the natural gas inflow process is 
respectively applied to the inner surface of the corresponding liner structure grid, and the time 
is 40s. And consider the weight of the tailpipe itself. For example, the liner model composed of 
two sections of tubing is shown in Fig. 7. The stress time history curve of dynamic pressure in 
different parts of the internal flow field is shown in Fig. 7. In vibration analysis, its damping is 
defined as Rayleigh damping [15], and its form is C =  M +  M , mass damping is generally 

ignored, and the stiffness damping formula only needs to be set as: 

                  = 2  ( 4 ) 

 is the damping ratio. The first-order natural frequency of the two-section tubing model under 

70 dm /10 34  production conditions is 12.66 Hz, and the damping ratio of the liner steel is 0.02, 

so the damping of the structure is 5.0286. 
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Fig.7 Time history curve of dynamic pressure of each part of the tail pipe composed of two 

sections of tubing under the condition of 70 dm /10 34  output 

4.2.1. Variation of the vibration response of the liner structure under different output 

In order to study the influence of different production conditions on the vibration response of 
the liner structure, two sections of tubing were selected to form the liner for analysis at 70 410 , 

90 410  and 110 dm /10 34  production respectively, and the stress response of the maximum 

stress node in the lateral, vertical and axial directions The time curve comparisons are shown 
in Fig. 8a, Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c, respectively. 

 
 

(a) Transverse stress response 
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(b) Vertical stress response 

 
(c) Axial stress response 

Fig.8 Response curve of liner vibration stress under different output 

It can be seen from Figure 8: (1) As the natural gas production output increases from 70 to 110

dm /10 34 , the stress response values of the maximum stress node of the liner vibration 

response in the lateral, vertical and axial directions will increase, indicating that as the 
production increases, (2) Under the above production conditions, the lateral stress response 
level of the liner is significantly larger than the vertical and axial stress response levels, 
indicating that the liner vibrates laterally under the action of natural gas inflow. main. 
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4.2.2. Variation of the vibration response of the liner structure with different number 
of tubing sections 

The liner composed of 2 to 6 sections of oil pipe is subjected to vibration response analysis of 
the liner under the working condition of 70 dm /10 34 . The stress response time curves of the 

maximum stress node of the vibration response in the lateral, vertical and axial directions are 
compared in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9a. 9b and 9c. 

 
(a)Transverse stress response 

 
(b)Vertical stress response 
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(c)Axial stress response 

Fig.9 Vibration stress response curve of liner composed of different number of sections of 
tubing 

It can be seen from Fig. 9 that: (1) When the production rate is kept at 70 dm /10 34 , as the 
number of tubing sections increases from 2 to 6, the vibration response stress at the maximum 
stress point also increases in the transverse, vertical and axial directions. , according to the 
stress values in different vibration directions, it can be seen that the liner still mainly vibrates 
laterally; (2) Under different number of oil pipes, the vibration stress response time history 
curve waveform changes, and the liner composed of three sections of oil pipes has the largest 
change The reason is that the first-order natural frequency of the tailpipe composed of three 
sections of tubing is the smallest. During the production process, the fluid dynamic pressure 
excitation load will easily approach its first-order frequency, resulting in a large-amplitude 
vibration stress response [16]. 

5. In Conclusion 

In this paper, ANSYS software is used to analyze the full-scale vibration stress response 
characteristics of gas well liner, including fluid-solid coupling analysis and modal analysis. The 
simulation analysis methods involved in this paper and the obtained results provide a certain 
theory for the design of liner in the process of natural gas production. Guidance, according to 
the content of the text, the specific conclusions are as follows: 

1)  The fluid-solid coupling model of natural gas flowing in the liner is established, the force 
generated by the fluid on the inner wall of the liner is used as the prestress, and the modal 
analysis of the model is carried out under the factors of different production and different 
numbers of tubing sections. The modal analysis results show that: with the increase of 
production, the natural frequency of the tailpipe increases slightly; with the increase of the 
number of sections of the tailpipe, the natural frequency of the tailpipe generally decreases, and 
the variation range is more obvious than that under the action of different output,but the first 
section of the tailpipe composed of three oil pipes has the smallest frequency. 

2) The analysis of the vibration response of the liner shows that: with the increase of production, 
the vibration effect of the liner increases gradually; with the increase of the number of tubing 
sections, the vibration effect of the liner also shows an overall upward trend. The wave pattern 
of the time-history curve of the tube vibration stress response changes greatly; under the 
factors of different output and different number of tubing sections, the liner vibration is 
dominated by lateral vibration. 
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